DRAFT
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Between
Family Code Night
and
World Computer Exchange, Inc.
After both groups cooperated to conduct a successful online family coding event together, Family
Code Night in California and World Computer Exchange (WCE) headquartered in Hull, Massachusetts
are interested in working together to bring large scale online family coding events to Africa.
FUNDRAISING: Both parties are interested in seeking to raise funds to accomplish this. This may be
done by either or jointly and may mention the role of the other as long as the donors, budget, and
description of the roles are mutually agreed upon.


Initially, both parties agree that a proposal(s) will be developed to seek funds to greatly expand
the number of families participating in Africa.

OWNERSHIP: The products developed by either organization remain the property of the party that
develops them. Either party may allow the other party to use their products with any conditions they
wish to set. The respective logo will always remain on the product even when use is authorized by the
other party.


Initially, Family Code Night has temporarily allowed WCE to use and adapt the tape from the
first Africa Family Code event and to distribute the “big ideas” flyer, the badge, and
Code@Home pack. When WCE uses any of these they will cc John Pearce.

NEXT EVENTS: WCE is exploring the willingness of Ministers of Education in countries where WCE
has Field Associates to see if they will promote an online family event in their respective country.
PUBLICITY: Both groups may post the name and logo of the other on their websites and include it in
newsletters or marketing for common purposes. When exploring new areas, mutual agreement on
new wording will be needed.
TERM: This understanding is initially entered into for one year. It may be extended for the same or
longer periods of time upon written mutual agreement. Either group may terminate this understanding
by giving three months written warning.
Date Signed: ______________________

John Pearce
Family Code Night

Timothy Anderson
World Computer Exchange, Inc.

